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Comet Interceptor: A mission to a pristine comet
• All previous comet missions have been to objects that have passed the Sun 

many times
• Targets were relatively evolved, with thick coatings of dust on their surfaces
• A mission to a comet that is approaching the Sun for the first time would 

encounter a pristine object, with surface ices as first laid down at the Solar 
System’s formation

• To do this, Comet Interceptor must be planned and launched before its target 
comet is discovered, as the warning time is likely to be only a few years 

• The mission will launch in 2029, with the ESA Ariel space telescope
• It will be ‘parked’ in orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 point
• Once a suitable target is discovered, the spacecraft will have a short cruise to 

a fast flyby

@cometintercept

Comet Interceptor Payload

• Mix of cameras and in situ sensors to measure structure, composition and 
dynamical behavior of the comet, and its interaction with the solar wind

Spacecraft Instrument Descrip9on

A
ESA

CoCa Visible high resoluZon camera
MIRMIS Near to Thermal IR spectral imager

MANiaC Mass spectrometer

DFP
Dust, Fields & Plasma 
(sensors on A and B2)

B2
ESA EnVisS All-sky polarimetric imager

OPIC Visible imager

B1
JAXA

HI Lyman-alpha Hydrogen imager

PS Plasma Suite
NAC/WAC Narrow & Wide Angle Cameras

Mul9ple SpacecraA Architecture
• Comet Interceptor has three spacecrab, to make mulZ-point measurements

• 3D sampling, separates Zme and space variaZons in a cometary coma
• SeparaZng safe / distant measurements and high risk / high gain close 

approaches

• A: main spacecraA (ESA)
• Passes sunward of comet at ~1000 km ('safe' distance)
• Data relay for other spacecrab
• Propulsion + communicaZon
• Core payload to ensure results even if other spacecrab fail

• Probe B1 (contributed by JAXA)
• Targeted to pass through inner coma
• In-situ sampling, nucleus and inner coma imaging
• 3 axis stabilised

• Probe B2 (ESA)
• Targeted closest to nucleus 
• ‘Expendable’ probe designed to get as close as possible
• Dust detector and magnetometer, whole coma polarimetric imaging
• Spin stabilised, no acZve control

(Continued 
observations for a limited 

time if either/both 
B1 and B2 survive)

Hydrogen imager 
Plasma Suite 

Visible Imagers 

Visible high-res camera 
Near/Thermal IR imager 

Mass spectrometer 
Dust, Fields & Plasma  

 

Spacecraft B1, B2
transmission of live
data to spacecraft A

Probe B1
JAXA

Probe B2
ESA

Dust and B-Fields  
All-sky polarimetric imager 

Visible imager 

Spacecraft A
ESA

Spacecraft B1, B2
transmission of live
data to spacecraft A

Spacecraft B1, B2
transmission of live
data to spacecraft A

Closest approach
distance decided by

activity level 
(nominally ~1000 km) Flyby speed unknown:

range ~10 km/s to ~70 km/s
Post-encounter

data transmission to Earth
via HGA 

(weeks to months duration)

Rapid Reconnaissance for Planetary Defence
• A Comet Interceptor type mission concept could be used to get a rapid first 

look at any potenZally hazardous asteroid
• A spacecrab waiZng in space could return resolved asteroid images within a 

few years of discovery, depending on trajectory requirements
• This would be much quicker than a dedicated mission could be planned, built 

and launched – crucial if pre-impact warning Zme is less than a decade
• Resolved images could give strong indicaZons about the size, shape and bulk 

structure of the asteroid (rubble pile or not), and surface boulder size 
distribuZons, all of which would influence any deflecZon ajempt

• AddiZonal informaZon could be returned from a MIRMIS-like infrared 
instrument, on composiZon and thermal properZes

• A planetary defence (asteroid) opZmised version can be a lot simpler than 
Comet Interceptor: single spacecrab, no in situ instruments or dust shields

• Mission concept is inherently flexible on launch opportuniZes, and can take 
advantage of rideshares to any suitable ‘parking’ orbit

• Trade offs to be considered on small, cheap, short-lived (CubeSat?) probes 
versus more capable and robust spacecrab designed for longer waits

Intercepting an unknown target
• A key trade is on fuel mass (and therefore Dv capability) versus payload
• Comet Interceptor has a 6 year limit on whole mission lifetime (launch, 

waiting, transfer cruise, comet encounter, data downlink) due to cost cap
• Comet encounter must be near ecliptic, between 0.9 and 1.2 au from the Sun
• Increasing distance from Earth within this region can be achieved with either 

more fuel or longer cruise time (given an early enough comet discovery)

• Detailed analysis by Sánchez et al 2021 [Acta Astronautica 188:265] shows 
accessible regions in Earth-rotating frame for different Dv and cruise length 
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Figure 3: CaSSIS instrument on ESA ExoMars
TGO, on which CI CoCa is based [Uni Bern].

The choice of a telescopic camera for the mission
was driven by the need for the main CI space-
craft to perform a relatively distant fly-by at around
1000 km distance, and the scientific need to obtain
images with resolution of approximately 10 m, for
comparison with earlier comet fly-by missions. An
argument could be made to use a telescopic cam-
era like CoCa to achieve reasonable resolution at
a relatively distant fly-by for a first reconnaissance
mission to a recently discovered 100 m scale aster-
oid, whose orbit might not be known well enough
to precisely target a much closer fly-by. We as-
sume, however, that any asteroid posing sufficient
threat to warrant a mission will have been the tar-
get of a significant campaign of precision astrome-
try for orbit improvement, and a much closer fly-
by could be assumed. The use of a CoCa-like
camera could achieve even better resolution (sub-
metre) with a closer fly-by of an asteroid, or a sim-
pler (and smaller/cheaper) camera could be used
to get comparable resolution.

A multispectral camera like MIRMIS (University
of Oxford, [6]) would greatly enhance an asteroid
mission by allowing more detailed characterisation
of composition and/or thermal response, giving in-
formation that will be comparable to the expected
Hera results at Didymos/Dimorphos [7]. MIR-
MIS is modular, covering near-, mid- and thermal-
infrared wavelength ranges. The thermal cam-
era is based on the Lunar Thermal Mapper instru-
ment on NASA’s Lunar Trailblazer smallsat mis-
sion – a standalone CubeSat-scale camera with
its own scanning mirror and onboard calibration
source (fig. 4; [8]) – while the shorter wavelength
section is closely related to the ASPECT instru-
ment on the ESA Hera mission’s Milani CubeSat
[9]. This instrument could be included in a rel-

Figure 4: The Lunar Thermal Mapper instru-
ment, similar to the thermal infrared channel of
MIRMIS [University of Oxford].

atively simple spacecraft, even a CubeSat-based
design, to enable rapid and relatively cheap recon-
naissance. While the spatial resolution achieved
by MIRMIS is lower (by around an order of magni-
tude) than CoCa, one could achieve similar goals
using only the shorter wavelength imaging chan-
nel of MIRMIS with a closer approach, to have a
single (CubeSat-sized) instrument mission. For an
asteroid mission, the instrument could be further
simplified by omitting the mid-infrared (2.5–5 µm)
spectroscopic channel of MIRMIS, which is primar-
ily focused on characterising gas emissions in the
cometary coma, although retaining this capability
would add an interesting option to search for any
weak outgassing, and therefore indications of ice
content, in the target asteroid. As recent results
show that there may be a considerable number
of ‘asteroids’ which have a cometary origin and
buried ice [10], and therefore significantly different
bulk properties relevant to any deflection attempt,
such a capability is definitely worth considering.
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For an asteroid 
mission, the most 
important 
instruments will 
be high resolution 
cameras for size 
and structure, and 
infrared (including 
thermal IR) 
remote sensing 
for composition 
and surface 
properties


